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Ukraine Arrests Trio for Hijacking Over 100 Million Email and Instagram Accounts


Mar 20, 2024
Cybercrime / Dark Web


 The Cyber Police of Ukraine has  arrested  three individuals on suspicion of hijacking more than 100 million emails and Instagram accounts from users across the world. The suspects, aged between 20 and 40, are said to be part of an organized criminal group living in different parts of the country. If convicted, they face up to 15 years in prison. The accounts, authorities said, were taken over by carrying out brute-force attacks, which employ trial-and-error methods to guess login credentials. The group operated under the direction of a leader, who distributed the hacking tasks to other members. The cybercrime group subsequently monetized their ill-gotten credentials by putting them up for sale on dark web forums. Other threat actors who purchased the information used the compromised accounts to conduct a variety of  fraudulent schemes , including those in which scammers reach out to the victim's friends to urgently transfer money to their bank account. "You can protect
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U.S. EPA Forms Task Force to Protect Water Systems from Cyberattacks


Mar 20, 2024
Critical Infrastructure / Network Security


 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) said it's forming a new "Water Sector Cybersecurity Task Force" to devise methods to counter the threats faced by the water sector in the country. "In addition to considering the prevalent vulnerabilities of water systems to cyberattacks and the challenges experienced by some systems in adopting best practices, this Task Force in its deliberations would seek to build upon existing collaborative products," the EPA  said . In a letter sent to all U.S. Governors, EPA Administrator Michael Regan and National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan highlighted the need to secure water and wastewater systems (WWS) from cyber attacks that could disrupt access to clean and safe drinking water. At least two threat actors have been linked to intrusions targeting the nation's water systems, including those by an Iranian hacktivist group named  Cyber Av3ngers  as well as the China-linked  Volt Typhoon , which has targeted commu
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APIs Drive the Majority of Internet Traffic and Cybercriminals are Taking Advantage


Mar 19, 2024
API Security / Vulnerability


 Application programming interfaces (APIs) are the connective tissue behind digital modernization, helping applications and databases exchange data more effectively.  The State of API Security in 2024 Report  from Imperva, a Thales company, found that the majority of internet traffic (71%) in 2023 was API calls. What's more, a typical enterprise site saw an average of 1.5 billion API calls in 2023. The expansive volume of internet traffic that passes through APIs should be concerning for every security professional. Despite best efforts to adopt shift-left frameworks and SDLC processes, APIs are often still pushed into production before they're cataloged, authenticated, or audited. On average, organizations have 613 API endpoints in production, but that number is rapidly expanding as pressure grows to deliver digital services to customers more quickly and efficiently. Over time, these APIs can become risky, vulnerable endpoints.  In their report, Imperva concludes that APIs are now a
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Uncover Critical Gaps in 7 Core Areas of Your Cybersecurity Program
[image: website]
Armor PointCyber Security / Assessment
Turn potential vulnerabilities into strengths. Start evaluating your defenses today. Download the Checklist.
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From Deepfakes to Malware: AI's Expanding Role in Cyber Attacks


Mar 19, 2024
Generative AI / Incident Response


 Large language models (LLMs) powering artificial intelligence (AI) tools today could be exploited to develop self-augmenting malware capable of bypassing YARA rules. "Generative AI can be used to evade string-based YARA rules by augmenting the source code of small malware variants, effectively lowering detection rates," Recorded Future  said  in a new report shared with The Hacker News. The findings are part of a red teaming exercise designed to uncover malicious use cases for AI technologies, which are  already being experimented  with by threat actors to create malware code snippets, generate phishing emails, and conduct reconnaissance on potential targets. The cybersecurity firm said it submitted to an LLM a known piece of malware called  STEELHOOK  that's associated with the APT28 hacking group, alongside its YARA rules, asking it to modify the source code to sidestep detection such that the original functionality remained intact and the generated source code wa
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Crafting and Communicating Your Cybersecurity Strategy for Board Buy-In


Mar 19, 2024
Regulatory Compliance / Cloud Security


 In an era where digital transformation drives business across sectors, cybersecurity has transcended its traditional operational role to become a cornerstone of corporate strategy and risk management. This evolution demands a shift in how cybersecurity leaders—particularly Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs)—articulate the value and urgency of cybersecurity investments to their boards.  The Strategic Importance of Cybersecurity Cybersecurity is no longer a backroom IT concern but a pivotal agenda item in boardroom discussions. The surge in cyber threats, coupled with their capacity to disrupt business operations, erode customer trust, and incur significant financial losses, underscores the strategic value of robust cybersecurity measures. Moreover, as companies increasingly integrate digital technologies into their core operations, the significance of cybersecurity in safeguarding corporate assets and reputation continues to rise. The Current State of Cybersecurity in Corpo
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Hackers Exploiting Popular Document Publishing Sites for Phishing Attacks


Mar 19, 2024
Email Security / Social Engineering


 Threat actors are leveraging digital document publishing (DDP) sites hosted on platforms like FlipSnack, Issuu, Marq, Publuu, RelayTo, and Simplebooklet for carrying out phishing, credential harvesting, and session token theft, once again underscoring how threat actors are  repurposing legitimate services  for malicious ends. "Hosting phishing lures on DDP sites increases the likelihood of a successful phishing attack, since these sites often have a favorable reputation, are unlikely to appear on web filter blocklists, and may instill a false sense of security in users who recognize them as familiar or legitimate," Cisco Talos researcher Craig Jackson  said  last week. While adversaries have used popular cloud-based services such as Google Drive, OneDrive, Dropbox, SharePoint, DocuSign, and Oneflow to host phishing documents in the past, the latest development marks an escalation designed to evade email security controls. DDP services allow users to upload and share PDF 
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CTEM 101 - Go Beyond Vulnerability Management with Continuous Threat Exposure Management
Mar 12, 2024CTEM / Vulnerability Management
 In a world of ever-expanding jargon, adding another FLA (Four-Letter Acronym) to your glossary might seem like the last thing you'd want to do. But if you are looking for ways to continuously reduce risk across your environment while making significant and consistent improvements to security posture, in our opinion, you probably want to consider establishing a  Continuous Threat Exposure Management (CTEM)  program.  CTEM is an approach to cyber risk management that combines attack simulation, risk prioritization, and remediation guidance in one coordinated process. The term Continuous Threat Exposure Management first appeared in the Gartner ® report, Implement a Continuous Threat Exposure Management Program (CTEM) (Gartner, 21 July 2022,). Since then, we have seen that organizations across the globe are seeing the benefits of this integrated, continual approach. Webinar: Why and How to Adopt the CTEM Framework XM Cyber is hosting a webinar featuring Gartner VP Analyst Pete Shoa
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Suspected Russian Data-Wiping 'AcidPour' Malware Targeting Linux x86 Devices


Mar 19, 2024
Linux / Cyber Espionage


 A new variant of a data wiping malware called AcidRain has been detected in the wild that's specifically designed for targeting Linux x86 devices. The malware, dubbed AcidPour, is compiled for Linux x86 devices, SentinelOne's Juan Andres Guerrero-Saade said in a series of posts on X. "The new variant [...] is an ELF binary compiled for x86 (not MIPS) and while it refers to similar devices/strings, it's a largely different codebase," Guerrero-Saade  noted . AcidRain  first came to light  in the early days of the Russo-Ukrainian war, with the malware deployed against KA-SAT modems from U.S. satellite company Viasat. An ELF binary compiled for MIPS architectures, it is capable of wiping the filesystem and different known storage device files by recursively iterating over common directories for most Linux distributions. The cyber attack was  subsequently attributed  to Russia by the Five Eyes nations, along with Ukraine and the European Union. AcidPour, as the
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New Phishing Attack Uses Clever Microsoft Office Trick to Deploy NetSupport RAT


Mar 19, 2024
Social Engineering / Email Security


 A new phishing campaign is targeting U.S. organizations with the intent to deploy a remote access trojan called NetSupport RAT. Israeli cybersecurity company Perception Point is tracking the activity under the moniker  Operation PhantomBlu . "The PhantomBlu operation introduces a nuanced exploitation method, diverging from NetSupport RAT's typical delivery mechanism by leveraging OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) template manipulation, exploiting Microsoft Office document templates to execute malicious code while evading detection," security researcher Ariel Davidpur  said . NetSupport RAT is a  malicious offshoot  of a legitimate remote desktop tool known as NetSupport Manager, allowing threat actors to conduct a spectrum of data gathering actions on a compromised endpoint. The starting point is a salary-themed phishing email that purports to be from the accounting department and urges recipients to open the attached Microsoft Word document to view the "monthly 
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E-Root Marketplace Admin Sentenced to 42 Months for Selling 350K Stolen Credentials


Mar 19, 2024
Threat Intel / Cybercrime


 A 31-year-old Moldovan national has been sentenced to 42 months in prison in the U.S. for operating an illicit marketplace called E-Root Marketplace that offered for sale hundreds of thousands of compromised credentials, the Department of Justice (DoJ) announced. Sandu Boris Diaconu was charged with conspiracy to commit access device and computer fraud and possession of 15 or more unauthorized access devices. He pleaded guilty on December 1, 2023. "The E-Root Marketplace operated across a widely distributed network and took steps to hide the identities of its administrators, buyers, and sellers," the DoJ  said  last week. "Buyers could search for compromised computer credentials on E-Root, such as usernames and passwords that would allow buyers to access remote computers for purposes of stealing private information or manipulating the contents of the remote computer." Prospective customers could also search for RDP and SSH credentials based on various filter c
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New DEEP#GOSU Malware Campaign Targets Windows Users with Advanced Tactics


Mar 18, 2024
Cybercrime / Cryptocurrency


 A new elaborate attack campaign has been observed employing PowerShell and VBScript malware to infect Windows systems and harvest sensitive information. Cybersecurity company Securonix, which dubbed the campaign DEEP#GOSU, said it's likely associated with the North Korean state-sponsored group tracked as  Kimsuky . "The malware payloads used in the  DEEP#GOSU  represent a sophisticated, multi-stage threat designed to operate stealthily on Windows systems especially from a network-monitoring standpoint," security researchers Den Iuzvyk, Tim Peck, and Oleg Kolesnikov said in a technical analysis shared with The Hacker News. "Its capabilities included keylogging, clipboard monitoring, dynamic payload execution, and data exfiltration, and persistence using both RAT software for full remote access, scheduled tasks as well as self-executing PowerShell scripts using jobs." A notable aspect of the infection procedure is that it leverages legitimate services such a
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Goodbye, Atlassian Server. Goodbye… Backups?
Protect your data on Atlassian Cloud from disaster with Rewind's daily backups and on-demand restores.
Get Cloud Backups
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Take Action Fast with Censys Search for Security Teams
Stay ahead of advanced threat actors with best-in-class threat intelligence from Censys Search.
Read the Report
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New Phishing Attack Uses Clever Microsoft Office Trick to Deploy NetSupport RAT
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A New Way To Manage Your Web Exposure: The Reflectiz Product Explained
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GhostRace – New Data Leak Vulnerability Affects Modern CPUs
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Hackers Using Cracked Software on GitHub to Spread RisePro Info Stealer
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DarkGate Malware Exploited Recently Patched Microsoft Flaw in Zero-Day Attack
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APT28 Hacker Group Targeting Europe, Americas, Asia in Widespread Phishing Scheme
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Fortinet Warns of Severe SQLi Vulnerability in FortiClientEMS Software
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Exclusive Report: How Mid-Sized Businesses Can Outsmart Evolving Cyber Threats
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SaaS Security with NIST Framework 2.0 – Download the Checklist
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Less Alerts, More Detection — Expert Guide to Effective NDR Strategies
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Capture, Analyze, Optimize: Enhance Your Cybersecurity Workflows with Tines
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Discover How to Leverage AI to Prevent Cyber Risks

Our guide helps you understand AI security misconceptions, risk assessment strategies for AI features, third-party security, and AI governance.
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Enter the Passwordless & Keyless Future of Access Management

Reduce risks, costs & complexity of passwords and keys. Learn how to become credential-less in this whitepaper.
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AWS Security Best Practices

Improve your security posture across your AWS footprint with this checklist.
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Georgetown University Seminar Series: Drivers of Geopolitical Insecurity

Hear insights from global experts on the factors that shape the world's political landscape.












Join 120,000+ Professionals

Sign up for free and start receiving your daily dose of cybersecurity news, insights and tips.
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